Abstract -A new nonrecurrent associative memory model is proposed. This model is composed of a nonlinear transformation in the spectral domain followed by the association. The MoorePenrose pseudoinverse is employed to obtain the least-squares optimal solution. Computer simulations are done to evaluate the performance of the model. The simulations use one-dimensional speech signals and two-dimensional head/shoulder images.
I. INTRODUCTION
ASSOCIATIVE recall (memory) may be understood as an operation or transformation with a set of input signals or other items considered as keys, and some sort of outcome which constitutes the recall. In the simplest form both the key and the recall are spatial patterns of simultaneous signal values. Associative recall can be realized in electrical networks, optical filters, and as realizations of neural networks.
The most characteristic property of associative recall is the following: if the totality of the input signal is stored as such in a memory, it is retrievable by any part of the key. A recall is autoassociative if the pattern is retrievable on a basis of an arbitrary fragment of the key, provided that this fragment is large enough for its identification among the other patterns stored. Another case of associative recall is the heteroassociative recall. In this mode of operation, an outcome which structurally does not correspond to any of the key items is obtained as a response to a specific key pattern [1] .
II. ASSOCIATIVE RECALL BY A LINEAR MAPPING
Let (x k ,y k ) be the kth associated pair of patterns where x k ∈ ℜ n ↔ x k , = [x k (1) , ..., x k (n) ] t x k (i) ∈ ℜ. and y k ∈ ℜ n ↔ y k , = [y k (1) , ..., y k (n) ] t y k (i) ∈ ℜ.. ℜ n denotes the vector space of real n-vectors, t denotes the matrix transpose, and k=1, ... ,p, where p is the total number of associated pattern pairs. An associative memory is any vector space transformation T : ℜ n → ℜ n . A more general case would be to have a transformation T : ℜ n → ℜ m where n is not equal to m; however, in this paper the assumption that n is equal to m is made. If the data pairs (x k ,y k ) are distinct, T is a heteroassociative memory. If the data pairs are (x k ,x k ), then the recall is autoassociative. In this paper, the association is assumed to be autoassociative.
A. Linear Associative Memory
In the proceeding discussion no mention was made of the type of the vector transformation T. It could be linear or nonlinear. If T is a linear mapping then the associative memory is referred to as the linear associative memory (LAM). An associative memory is composed of two stages: the synthesis of the transformation T and the recall of a pattern on the presentation of the corresponding key pattern. In the case of the LAM, the synthesis step reduces to the construction of a memory matrix L. The simplest way to construct the matrix L is sum outer/product or correlation matrices [1] - [3] . The recall step, for the LAM, consists of a vector-matrix multiplication of the input key pattern and the synthesized memory matrix L. If the input patterns x 1 , x 2 , ... , x p are orthonormal, perfect recall of the associated output patterns y 1 , y 2 , ... , y p is achieved in the forward direction. If x 1 , x 2 , ... , x p are not orthonormal, as in general they are not, crosstalk terms are introduced which additively modulate the output signal [1] .
B. Optimal Linear Associative Memory
Kohonen [1] has shown the least squares optimal linear associative memory (OLAM), L opt , is given by
where Y = (y ij ) is an n x p matrix whose kth column is y k and y ij ∈ ℜ, X = (x ij ) is an n x p matrix whose kth column is x k and x ij ∈ ℜ and X † is the Moore -Penrose pseudoinverse of X. If x 1 , x 2 , ... , x p are orthonormal, the OLAM is given by L opt = Y X t . The memory matrix, L opt , is optimal in the least squares sense: i.e., the squared error given by
is minimum, where e k = y k -ŷ k . The least squares error criterion will be used for the design of all the optimal memory matrices to be discussed in this paper.
III. ASSOCIATIVE RECALL BY A POLYNOMIAL MAPPING
The class of mappings considered in this section is restricted to the class of polynomial mappings [4] . Hence, assuming the nonlinear functional mapping to be a polynomial of degree d, the optimal "coefficient matrices" of the polynomial are obtained. The polynomial mapping (using the notations developed in the previous section) is given by
The problem now reduces to one of determining the "coefficient matrices" (P 0 , P 1 , ..., P d ) in such a way that T(X) approximates Y in the least squares sense.
A. Synthesis
The polynomial mapping can be modeled as a nonlinear preprocessing transformation, followed by a linear associative memory:
where T 1 and T 2 are nonlinear and linear transformations respectively. The nonlinear preprocessing can be written as the following transformation,
The transformation is performed on x k to obtain z k . For a secondorder associative memory (SAM) the following results hold:
, only the first-and second-order polynomial terms are included in z k .
The preprocessing transformation is followed by a linear transformation, which is similar to the OLAM discussed in the previous section. This linear mapping T 2 : ℜ m → ℜ n is given by Y = S Z (6) where Y = (y ij ) is an n x p matrix whose kth column is y k and y ij ∈ ℜ, Z = (z ij ) is an m x p matrix whose kth column is z k and z ij ∈ ℜ and S = (s ij ) is an n x m matrix s ij ∈ ℜ. The transformation shown in equation (6) is a linear mapping and hence the least squares optimal solution is given by
where Z † is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Z.
B. Recall
The recall step consists of preprocessing the input key vector followed by a vector-matrix multiplication of the resultant vector with the synthesized memory matrix S opt :
The most important result achievable by this polynomial mapping is that the dimensionality of the input key pattern is tremendously increased; the probability that the transformed vectors becoming linearly independent thereby respectively increases [5] . Hence, by using nonlinear polynomial transformations, it is possible to implement selective associative mappings for patterns which on account of their probable linear independence would not be distinguishable in a linear mapping. However, it must be noted that increasing the dimensionality of the input key pattern also reduces the ability of the memory to generalize.
IV. ASSOCIATIVE RECALL BY A SPECTRAL DOMAIN NONLINEAR MAPPING
In the OLAM the mapping T, and in the SAM the mappings T 1 and T 2 , were on a real vector space to produce another real vector space. However, in this section a transformation is proposed for T 1 from the real vector space to a complex vector space and for T 2 from the complex vector space to the real vector space. The mapping, T 1 , is a transformation of the Fourier domain representation of the input patterns.
It is evident that the selectivity of the associative mappings is better when the patterns are mutually more orthonormal (orthogonal). Hence, one desires to preprocess the patterns in such a way that they are more orthonormal (orthogonal). The nonlinear preprocessing that is considered here is the setting of the magnitude of the Fourier domain representation to unity (i.e., considering only the phase of the Fourier transform of the patterns).
The prime motivation for performing this transformation is the importance of the phase of the Fourier domain representation of the images (patterns) in the recovery of images. The problem of recovering an image from only the phase information has been investigated and the results are given in reference [6] . Setting the magnitude of the Fourier mapping to unity could also be considered as a feature extraction/high frequency enhancing step, which makes the patterns more mutually orthonormal (orthogonal). Kohonen [1] investigated the orthogonality characteristics of Fourier processes for feature enhancement. The phase-only representation we use below could be considered as a "prewhitening" operation also.
A. Synthesis
The phase-only associative memory, (PAM), as it shall be referred to henceforth, is modeled as a nonlinear preprocessing transformation, followed by a linear associative memory. The preprocessing transformation can be written as T 1 : ℜ n → C m , where T 1 is a nonlinear transformation. Let
The nonlinearity transformation involves setting |X k (i)| equal to unity for all i and k. We therefore have
where Φ k is the result of the nonlinear transformation on X k . The preprocessing transformation is followed by a linear transformation. This linear mapping
where Y = (y ij ) is an n x p matrix whose kth column is y k and y ij ∈ ℜ, Φ = (φ ij ) is an n x p matrix whose kth column is Φ k and φ ij ∈ C and P = (p ij ) is an n x n matrix p ij ∈ C. The transformation shown in equation (11) is a linear mapping and hence the least squares optimal solution is given by
where Φ † is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Φ.
B. Recall
The recall step consists of a preprocessing of the input key vector followed by a vector-matrix multiplication of the resultant vector and the synthesized memory matrix P opt :
V. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS For the simulations, the three associative memory matrices, (L opt , S opt , P opt ), were computed using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. There are a number of ways to obtain the More-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix, some of which are iterative. A detailed discussion of these methods are provided in [1] , [7] , [8] .
The simulations were performed on one-dimensional speech signals and two-dimensional head/shoulder images. The one dimensional signals were of length 128 and were arbitrary portions of a speech signal. The sentence, spoken by a woman, was, "The pipe began to rust while new." It was 12-b quantized and sampled at 8 kHz. The total number of samples in the speech signal was 18480.
The two-dimensional images making up the test set were collected using a video camera and a frame grabber. Each image was averaged down to produce a 64 by 64 pixel image. The image pixels were lexicographically ordered to produce a 4096 element pattern vector.
A performance evaluation criteria was defined for the comparative evaluation of the various associative memories. Signal-to-noise ratio was used as a common evaluation parameter in order to compare the performances. The signal-tonoise ratio that was used is given by
Also, the squared error E was used on certain occasions. It is given by
VI. COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS
The first set of simulations were performed on onedimensional signals. One-dimensional signals were used to study the effect of increasing the number of patterns stored on the squared error, given by (16). The squared error was computed for the three cases. It was found that the difference in the error for the three cases was not appreciable until the number of patterns stored reached 100. From the plot of squared error versus the number of stored patterns (Fig. 1) , it is seen that the PAM has the lowest error, followed by the SAM and the OLAM. It is also noted that for a small number of patterns stored the squared error for the SAM is higher than that for the OLAM. Further it must be mentioned that the computation time for the SAM was the highest followed by the PAM and the OLAM. In an another simulation, the input key signals were corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise. The results of the corruption with noise on the recall is shown in Fig. 2 for the three memories. It is seen that the SAM has the best noise reduction capability. The PAM performed poorly in the presence of noise. The second set of simulations were performed on twodimensional images. The patterns used in the second study consisted of six digitized images. All three associative memory models were able to perfectly recall each stored image when presented with each original image.
As before, the memory capacity of the OLAM and PAM were probed using the two-dimensional images. With the p. 4 OLAM, up to 1150 images were successfully stored; stored patterns were correctly recalled when the OLAM was presented with corrupted or noisy key patterns. As expected, as the number of stored patterns was increased, the signal-tonoise ratio of the recalled images declined. However, with 1150 images stored in the OLAM, the signal-to-noise ratio was degraded by only 10 dB from the OLAM storing 6 images. Due to limited computational capabilities, the OLAM storage capacity could not be probed beyond 1150 images but storage capacities approaching the vector length of the image (4096) should be expected. The PAM exhibited similar storage capability to the OLAM over the limited range that was examined. With a PAM storing 650 images, patterns were recalled with a degradation of 7 dB from the PAM storing the 6 initial test patterns. These results produced with image data, while not determining the memory capacity of the PAM and OLAM, do confirm the studies with speech signals.
A prime feature of an autoassociative memory network is the ability of the network to recall a stored pattern when a distorted or noisy version of that pattern is presented to the network. As an example, one of the six images, image A, was modified in a number of ways. The variations include removing the right half of the image, moving the part in the subject's hair, adding sunglasses, and removing the subject's facial features. Fig. 3 illustrates one of the four variations of image A. From this sequence of images and ones similar, it was observed that all three associative memories were able to recall the original image A. From numerical calculations of the signal-to-noise ratio (Table I) and by visual observation, the PAM provided the best results for the distorted images. The image recalled by PAM is the closest to the original image A. Adding noise is another way of corrupting the input images. Fig. 4 shows image A corrupted with additive Gaussian noise. The signal-to-noise ratio of this image is 0 dB. For the Gaussian noise study (with varying noise levels), the SAM performed slightly better than the OLAM while the PAM fared worse. This is evident in the recalled images displayed in Fig.  4 and the signal-to-noise ratios plotted in Fig. 5 . From this study, it was found that the OLAM provided 15 dB of noise suppression on average and that this noise suppression was constant over the entire range of applied noise. The SAM provided only an additional 1 dB of noise suppression on average. Also, with very noisy input images, images with signal-to-noise ratios of -20 to -30 dB, often other stored patterns were recalled. For instance, when a noisy version of image A was presented to the SAM, another subject from the stored images was often recalled. For the PAM recall operation, a digital inverse image of a stored patterns was sometimes recalled. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a nonlinear preprocessing transformation in the Fourier domain is proposed. This is compared with the second-order associative and the optimal linear associative memory. Simulations were performed for the one-dimensional and two-dimensional signals.
For the two dimensional case, in terms of distortion (i.e., removing half of the picture etc.) the PAM performed best among the three recall methods. However, in the case of adding Gaussian noise, the PAM was the least accurate. This is because the distortion tended to smooth out the Fourier domain representation of the signal or image, but the Gaussian noise added high frequency components which were amplified in the recall process. One important aspect of the implementation of the associative memories as a computer algorithm is the computation time involved in the generation and recall of the patterns. The computer time, on a VAX Station II, for the generation and recall for the OLAM for the two-dimensional images were 45 s and 11 s, respectively, 3 1/2 h and 1/2 h, respectively, for the SAM and 81 s and 18 s, respectively, for the PAM.
A comparison of the optimal linear associative memory with the second-order associative memory illustrates that the improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio in the SAM is not worth the substantially higher computation time and storage demands. For imagery, the PAM offers superior performance in recall from nonnoise distortions, at only a modest increase in computation.
